
Picopoint Solutions
Over 15 years of WiFi experience

Strong technology roots combined with an innovative 
marketing mindset

Picopoint was founded by the pioneers behind “No 
Wires Needed” in early 2002, with the outset to develop 
roaming services so everyone would use WiFi as they 
used their mobile phones. Since the introduction of 
the iPhone in 2007, WiFi has become a commodity 
everyone expects everywhere.

Picopoint was part of the creation of the WISPr & 
iWRAP standard, which is stil is the standard today. The 
base of the platform is still there, hence the strong ISP 
/ operator solutions. Picopoint has enhanced it over the 
years with wireless solutions for any venue or location. 

We do this to offer various clients the opportunity to 
get more value (interactions, analytics and sales) from 
their visitors. To achieve this, we use WiFi, iBeacons 
(BLE, Bluetooth) or any other technology to connect 
with the consumers’ smartphone. Services range from 
branded guest access, extensive behavioral analytics, 
wireless interaction and data integration to  real-life 
heatmapping and automated campaign management.

Picopoint Solutions today
Through the years we broadened our scope from being 
the standard wireless access provider to a solutions 
provider in the field of wireless marketing and services. 
We partner up with advertising and media companies to 
offer turn-key and bespoke marketing solutions. A good 
example is the implementation of Mosaic segmentation 
groups in our platform, dramatically increasing insights 
in consumer segmentation for any venue. 

Location, team and culture
Based in the bustling area between Rotterdam and 
Antwerp in the Netherlands we hold our office . Most 
of our team of dedicated engineers, technology 
consultants and marketeers are based there and work 
hard on delivering our premium service and products, 
with a true ‘can do’ mentality. We take development 
very serious; we work according to a release calendar 
containing smart tweaks and optimizations as well 
as maintaining a long-term view on strategic product 
development and innovation. But to service the special 
needs of our customer base flexible in delivery of 
“customers specials”.
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Committed Management
Management is experienced and strongly committed, 
their backgrounds vary from IT to telco/ISPs and 
advertising, resulting in a robust mix of high-level 
professionals. By being actively involved in the day to 
day operation the management team is on top of the 
market developments and customer needs and makes 
sure that Picopoint remains a top player in it field of 
wireless services.

Track record
We are proud to work for a very diverse group of 
ambitious customers, serving both global and strong 
local players. Picopoint has a proven track record with 
telco and cable operators, often servicing them in larger 
custom projects, beyond our off-the-shelve products. 
We have a long going relationship with most of them 
going back several years. Through our valuable clients, 
we serve over millions of end users with branded guest 
WiFi access,  marketing campaigns and more. 

 


